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Coming up!
PWR’s Monthly Meeting
This Saturday, June 1, 2019
From 9:45 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.
In the Fairway Room at Creekside Clubhouse
Come early and enjoy complimentary coffee or tea!

June’s Speaker: Poet
Laureate Amy Glynn

open to all club members and guests,
whether or not they write poetry.
Amy will explore the differences
between poets and scientists and touch
on the interface between poetry and
natural history. *
(The Published Writers of Rossmoor meets
monthly at the Fairway Room of the Creekside
Clubhouse, with complimentary refreshments at
9:45 a.m. and a formal meeting and presentation
from 10:00 a.m. until noon. Published and aspiring
writers are invited to attend the meetings and learn
about the benefits of membership, which may
include appearances on Rossmoor’s Channel 28,
book launch parties, and assistance in publishing
and promoting your books.)

Amy Glynn

PWR will learn about writing and
publishing poetry from the poet laureate
of Orinda and Lafayette, Amy Glynn,
on Saturday, June 1, from 9:45 a.m. to
noon in the Fairway Room at Creekside.
Amy is an award-winning poet and
essayist whose work appears widely in
journals and anthologies, including The
Best American Poetry.
Her first book, A Modern Herbal,
was published in 2013. Her second
poetry collection, Romance Language,
is forthcoming from Measure Press in
late 2019. She is a TV critic and wine
writer.
In addition, Amy is a seven-time
alumna of the Sewanee Writers’
Conference, a three-time alumna of the
Bread Loaf Writers Conferences, and a
two-time James Merrill House fellow.
The presentation and discussion are
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The President’s Page
by ron wren

Ron Wren

At our meeting on June 1, we will
be electing a new PWR President and
Secretary of the Board. What are the
semi-stringent qualifications necessary
for these two important PWR jobs?
The Secretary must have scored at
least a B in cursive writing in the 6th
grade, speling must be moore or lest
correct, and he or she must record all
important pronouncements by the
Board—as well as avoid comments that
could embarrass Board members for
making dumb remarks.
The President does not need to have
published books, commentary, poetry,
or plays, or submitted hateful Facebook
comments about political adversaries
(even though they deserved it). Perhaps
that’s why I was elected two years ago.
But a love of writers and writing is
necessary.
Thanks for helping to make my twoyear tenure such a pleasure. And good
luck to our new officers. *

(For further information about PWR, contact
Ronwren@aol.com)
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PWR’s Author of the Month:
Jon Foyt

book for me to read in my oldest age.
Walter and Jerry face the ultimate
challenges—how to live alone, how to
reconcile with family, how to know the
self at last. They share their findings—
their wisdom—with each other and
with us. The interchange between the
two old guys is positively Socratic.”
A native of Indiana, Jon attended
Stanford, where he received a B.A.
degree in journalism, followed by an
MBA. He also has done coursework at
the University of Georgia for a Master’s
degree in Historic Preservation.

by dick friedman

Dick Friedman

PWR’s Author of the Month for June
is Jon Foyt. His novel The Third Half
of Our Lives will be on display in the
Rossmoor Library at Gateway.
The Third Half of Our Lives is Jon’s
sixteenth novel. Its main characters are
two men, Jerry and Walter, who live in
an active adult retirement community.
They compare their personal histories
as they reflect on the “first two halves”
of their lives—growing up, raising
families, and pursuing careers.
Now, in the so-called “third half”
of their lives, they enjoy collecting
stamps, their lives punctuated with
flashbacks to their families and the
military draft during the Korean War.
At the same time, they confront this
“third half”: retirement.
The Third Half of Our Lives has been
lauded by Maxine Hong Kingston
(author of the best-sellers The Woman
Warrior and China Men) as “the perfect

Jon Foyt

During the Korean War, Jon served
in military intelligence. Later, he
hopscotched between careers in radio
broadcasting, commercial banking,
and real-estate development in Oregon,
California, and Georgia.
Jon has been writing novels for three
decades, collaborating during the first
twenty years with his late wife, Lois.
Since moving to Rossmoor nine years
ago, he has been buoyed by encouragement from serious supporters.
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(continued on page 6)

Poetry Corner

This is Jon’s third experience living
in a retirement community; the first
two were in Denver and Santa Rosa.
“Each novel has been like running
a marathon,” says Jon, who knows
whereof he speaks: He has completed
sixty long-distance races.
Jon will hold a Rossmoor book launch
on June 10 at 7:00 p.m. in the Historic
Dollar Clubhouse, to which all are
invited. He will autograph copies and
discuss the writing of The Third Half of
Our Lives. Actors from the Rossmoor
Drama Club will perform sections of
dialogue between Jerry and Walter.
The Third Half of Our Lives is
available on Amazon.com, at Orinda
Books, and from the author at jonfoyt@
mac.com/. *

On My Travels, Back Through Time
by mary jean boyden
On my travels, back through time,
I came upon a wandering soul
As she sat and waited, by the side of
the road
I knew not why.
“Looking for answers?” I asked
“There may not be any,” she replied
“time may have washed them all away.”
“Looking for the right path then,
perhaps?”
“There is only one path
all travelers must take.
“Take time to see, to hear, to listen
to the voices of hopes and dreams
Now there is so much road behind,
so little ahead.”
What will my questions be, I wondered,
when I am the wandering soul
sitting by the side of the road
waiting. *
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Grab Bag
Empty Sky

Deep Writing Workshops
by eric maisel

by estelle watts

The sky, no whisper of a cloud,
is a clear, bright blue.
I look up, see the concave shape
that stretches round the rim of Earth
capping it with a bowl of nothingness.
The space beyond,
where does it go?
Is there a heaven up above?
I like the notion but deny the vision.
I turn my head, instead, to the story
science tells me fills that empty space.

Eric Maisel

I have published more than fifty
books and lead five-day Deep Writing
Workshops all over the world, including
in Paris last year and in Dublin, Ireland,
this May.
In August, I will be leading a
workshop closer to home, my first in
California in some years, in the lovely
coastal town of Mendocino. The venue
will be the great Mendocino Art Center,
from August 12 to August 16.
To learn more about the workshop,
to hear from past participants, or to
enroll, please visit:
https://ericmaisel.com/deep-writingmendocino/.
I am offering a $220 discount for
Rossmoor residents and/or PWR
members, reducing the workshop
fee from $595 to $375. If you have
any questions or if you want to grab
the discount, please contact me at
ericmaisel@hotmail.com/. *

That, too, defies my understanding.
It is too complex, too huge,
too outside possible imagination.
My mind rejects such extraordinary
facts.
I opt for simplicity,
pretend the beginning and the end of
space
is that round dome that covers us *
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Not Just Horsing Around
by diana st. james

Keeping Up with Peggy
by peggy dougherty

Diana St. James and Emma

I have just published the sequel to
Emma Speaks: A Journey into the Soul
of an Animal Friend. Entitled I Hear
You, Emma: A Journey of Intimacy, it
is now available on Amazon in kindle
and paperback format.
I Hear You, Emma resumes the
extraordinary true story of connection
between me and my horse, Emma,
who continues to offer surprises with
behavior uncharacteristic of horses
and with experiences in realms beyond
everyday reality.
Emma is given her voice through
telepathic communication. Wherever I
go, Emma is there. From San Quentin’s
death row to the HIV hospice wing
of a skilled nursing facility, Emma’s
guidance and support are invaluable.
The reader is invited to share this
journey of commitment and love
between friends of different species. *

Peggy Dougherty

My
ten-minute
play
Strange
Bedfellows was produced by Birdhouse
Theatre in Milledgeville, Georgia, as
part of their EdgeFest Festival of plays.
Performances were on May 24 and 25,
2019.
My self-help book The Ten Minute
Cognitive Workout, winner of the 2013
San Diego Book Award, is available on
Amazon, as is my novel, Age Matters.
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From the Editor

Paul Weisser

“Every man is a poet when he is in
love.”
—Plato (ca. 360 b.c.)
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